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Streamline your Human Resource operations with KonnectCo
Konnectco announce the launch of KonnectCo- an out-of-the-box, cloud-based Human Capital Management (HCM)
solution
Hyderabad, India, 13th June 2017 – We announce the launch of KonnectCo- an out-of-the-box, cloud-based Human
Capital Management (HCM) solution optimally designed to manage your day-to-day Human Resource requirements and
operations.
Focussed on technology enabled process automation, KonnectCo delivers myriad Human Resources services under one
roof, right from sourcing to recruiting and on-boarding, managing and tracking employee’s time and attendance to
determining meticulous payroll systems. Automation of these crucial processes from hire to retire on a single
collaborative platform, along with an enhanced social portal to reinforce employee engagement, collaboration and
productivity of an organization makes this product stand out among the rest.
To begin with, the company currently plans to offer services to small and medium-sized businesses and assist them to
manage, nurture, and profit from the talent in their businesses.
KonnectCo COO, Kranthi Reddy says, “Today, even when we have duly adopted technology in a major part of our
businesses all over, levels of adoption are low as far as employee initiatives are concerned. We aim to help optimize
people assets by designing a strategic HR technology to effectively manage human capital, streamline your human
capital management processes, reduce costs and engage employees and stay connected with them. We will continue to
further ideate and update our product to enhance the overall user experience.”
For more information, visit the http://konnectco.com/.
About KonnectCo
Focused on streamlining Human Resource manual processes and transactions in small and medium businesses,
KonnectCo is a cloud-based HCM solution, that is mobile enabled and easy to use. With an aim to manage, connect and
collaborate enabling its myriad customized features, KonnectCo is meant to deliver a rich and productive digital
employee and client experience to facilitate and engage your organizational workforce.
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